YANA
Spillage Recovery Module

10:00 AM
10:01 AM

Find At-Risk Flights

Identify Flexible Passengers

Target with Offers

Send SMS

RM analyst or Revenue

The Yana Platform queries ﬂight

Yana targets these passengers

Offers are sent via SMS and

Management system identiﬁes

manifests and identiﬁes passengers

with offers to move to alternative

passengers accept in real-time

ﬂights at-risk of spillage

most likely to be ﬂexible

ﬂights with lower load factors

Airline PSS

Artiﬁcial Intelligence

Yana integrates directly with your
existing PSS

Yana intelligently optimizes offers
using Machine Learning Algorithms

$

NEW FLIGHT
DETAILS
10:01 AM

Maximum Revenue Achieved

Resell High-Value Inventory

Issue Compensation

Both ﬂights depart in revenue

Released inventory is resold to

Compensation is automatically

Passengers are automatically

optimized states

high-yielding, last-minute

emailed to passengers

moved to their new ﬂight and sent

passengers

Automatically Reaccomodate

an updated itinerary

Beneﬁts to Airlines

Beneﬁts to Travelers

Increase unit revenues and optimize
compensation costs

Reward passengers for their ﬂexibility,
and enable last minute travelers to ﬂy
when they need

For more details or to request a demo: demo@volantio.com
"AZWLY_TZ4YN,WW]TRS_^]P^P]aPO

YANA

Denied Boarding Protection Module

Identify At-Risk Flights

Find Volunteers

Optimize List & Send Offers

Accept Offers

The Yana Platform identiﬁes ﬂights in

As passengers check in, Yana

When check-in closes, Yana generates a

Volunteers choose whether or not

danger of Voluntary Denied Boarding (VDB)

automatically compiles a list of

rank ordered list of volunteers, and

to accept offers, make a

volunteers willing to change ﬂights,

sends them speciﬁc alternate ﬂight

commitment to move (if needed),

along with their compensation

options with compensation amounts

and standby for further

requirements

Airline PSS

instructions

Artiﬁcial Intelligence

Yana integrates directly with your
existing PSS

Yana intelligently optimizes offers
using Machine Learning Algorithms

3
NEEDED

Depart on Time

Complete Boarding

Flight departs on time

Instruct non-selected passengers
to board the aircraft

Reaccommodate &
Notify Volunteers

Determine Final
Number of Volunteers

Yana selects "highest ranked"

Prior to gate close, gate agents

volunteers, modiﬁes reservations,

inform Yana how many volunteers

issues compensation, and updates

are needed

volunteers via text and email

Beneﬁts to Airlines

Beneﬁts to Travelers

Optimize passenger compensation,
reduce stress on gate agents with
automatic processing, and improve on
time performance

Streamline process for VDB, inject
control and predictability into the travel
journey, and complete the process from
your mobile device

For more details or to request a demo: demo@volantio.com
"AZWLY_TZ4YN,WW]TRS_^]P^P]aPO

YANA
Irregular Operations (IROPs) Management Module

10:00 AM
10:01 AM

Find At-Risk Flights

Target with Offers

Identify Flexible Passengers

Send SMS

Ops staff or Operations

Yana queries ﬂight manifests to

Yana targets passengers with offers

Offers are sent via SMS and

Management System identiﬁes

determine the appropriate

to move to an alternative ﬂight

passengers accept in real-time

ﬂights at risk of IROPs (e.g.

number of passengers to contact

equipment change)

Airline PSS

Artiﬁcial Intelligence

Yana integrates directly with your

Yana intelligently optimizes offers

existing PSS

using Machine Learning Algorithms

NEW FLIGHT
DETAILS

$

10:01 AM

Avoid IROPs

Issue Compensation

Flight departs in a optimal state,

Compensation is automatically

Passengers are automatically

and passengers are unaffected by

e-mailed to passenger

moved to their new ﬂight and sent

operational issues

Automatically Reaccomodate

an updated itinerary

Beneﬁts to Airlines

Beneﬁts to Travelers

Reduce stress on front line staff and call
center agents, and resolve IROPs more
quickly and at lower costs

Provide greater predictability and control
when disruptions occur, and reduce
frustration and wait times for positive
resolutions

For more details or to request a demo: demo@volantio.com
"AZWLY_TZ4YN,WW]TRS_^]P^P]aPO

